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           Email to:  ccs@simcoe.ca 
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Inclusion Support Funding is provided by the County of Simcoe to support quality 
inclusion of children with extenuating special needs. 
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WHAT IS INCLUSION SUPPORT FUNDING? 
 
This funding allows licensed child care programs to hire additional staff known as Inclusion 
Facilitators, to enhance their ability to include children with extenuating and significant special 
needs in their child care program. 
 
The funding for child care Inclusion Support is provided by the County of Simcoe - Children 
and Community Services Department.  
 
This funding is intended to support child care programs to implement appropriate strategies 
towards inclusion of children with extenuating and significant special needs. 
 
Inclusion Support Funding is limited and intended to support extenuating needs of the Child 
Care Program. 
 
 
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF INCLUSION SUPPORT FUNDING? 
 

1. To support child care needs for parents who are engaged in an approved activity 
(employment, education or training) where the need for child care is a necessity 

 
2. To support child care programs with capacity building to respond to needs of children 

who have extenuating and significant needs 
 

3. To support inclusion of children with extenuating special needs in child care programs 
 

 A child who is totally dependent on adult support for instruction, play and care due to 
safety, mobility or health concerns 

 A child who requires significant adult attention due to safety concerns that could 
potentially result in injury to him/herself or to other children 

 A combination of children’s needs in a group that present extenuating safety, 
mobility or health concerns 
 

 
ASSESSING THE NEED FOR SUPPORTS 
 
Prior to making an application for Inclusion Support Funding, licensees may benefit from 
reviewing the following considerations.  This may be particularly helpful with respect to: 
 

 Assessing the program and determining whether or not supports are actually 
required 

 Determining what specific supports would provide optimal assistance 
 Determining levels of support 
 Planning for implementation and ending of supports  
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1. Group Configuration:  When any child enters or leaves a specific group, the overall 
configuration changes.  Consequently, the needs of the group change.  The inclusion of 
a child with special needs may change the configuration in such a way that significant 
challenges are faced by program staff.  For consideration: 

 
 Could a restructuring of the centre’s current staff complement better accommodate 

the needs of the group?  In other words, what levels of skill and training are currently 
reflected?  Might a different team bring more relevant experience to the challenges 
at-hand? 

 
2. The Process of “Settling In”: All children need time to adjust to new child care 

arrangements.  The adjustment time for children with special needs may sometimes be 
longer.  For consideration: 

 
 Is this the child’s first time in a child care setting?  Did the placement happen 

gradually (e.g. periodic visits to centre) or was the child quickly uprooted and 
similarly placed? 

 Every child’s ability to adapt to new faces, routines and expectations will vary.  Could 
it be that the child simply needs more time to “settle in”? 

 
3. Programs  in  Transition:  When  a  staff  person  leaves  or  a  new  person  enters, 

everyone needs time to adjust to the change.  Some transitions are relatively short and 
simple, while others take more time and pose more difficulties.   For consideration: 

 
 Has there been a recent change in staff – i.e. is the room in transition?  Are 

partnerships not yet in place? Are children still adjusting?  Are the difficulties in 
accommodating a new configuration of children a reflection of general issues within 
the classroom?  Might the required supports, over time, actually be generated from 
within? 

 
4. Types of Support: This program manual outlines a variety of supports that may be 

employed.  For consideration: 
 

 Supports are to be provided in the most cost-effective manner and should not 
duplicate services already available within the community.   What attempts have 
been made to-date with respect to acquiring supports through your own agency links 
and/or through broader service networks? 

 Who are your community partners? 
 

5. Levels of Support: What a child care setting initially requires (in terms of supports) will 
be very different from what is required even three months down the road.  For 
consideration: 

 
 How do you anticipate that your needs will change over the course of the next ninety 

days? 6 months? The next year?  What are the factors? 
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6. Assessing learning needs of staff members: Review needs of staff members and utilize 
learning opportunities provided by the County of Simcoe and other learning initiatives to 
enhance capacity of staff to work with all children. 

 
7. Review strategies identified in your “Working Document” provided by the Resource 

Consultant Program to ensure they have been implemented or discuss further with your 
Resource Consultant. (where applicable) 

 
8. Make connections with school board staff on strategies used in school (with consent) for 

School Age applications only. 
 
PHILOSOPHY AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
 

1. Quality inclusion may require additional supports.  The provision of funds to enhance 
staffing of licensed child care settings will assist child care staff in providing for the 
exceptional special needs of children in their care.  This in turn will support the practices 
of inclusive early education and will especially address access to child care for children 
with exceptional special needs. 

 
2. Funds provided will enhance the adult-to-child ratio beyond that which is required 

according to Child Care and Early Years Act (CCEYA).  
 

3. Provision of funds is intended to assist in the implementation of appropriate strategies to 
effect successful inclusion as developed in partnership with supporting agencies. 
(Resource Consultant) 

 
4. Quality programming must be maintained for all children. 

 
5. Children’s needs are most effectively addressed when all partners assume shared 

responsibility, with respect to the planning, implementation and ongoing monitoring of 
supports. 

 
6. A spirit of respect, co-operation and mutual support should underlie the efforts of all 

those who work with children and their respective families.  All licenses will commit to 
being as creative and flexible as possible with regards to the most appropriate  use  of  
funds  and  the  most  cost-effective  intervention  strategies. Funding will be considered 
based on existing intervention services/resources and will avoid duplication of services. 

 
7. The Consultation Model of Service Delivery from Resource Consultants will support 

capacity building among child care staff which will enhance quality care and inclusion. 
 

8. Capacity building for all educators is encouraged to enhance quality Inclusive 
Programs. 
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OBJECTIVES 
 

1. To allocate available funds, allowing for the provision of additional supports, to ensure 
that children with special needs are able to remain and become integrated within child 
care settings. 

 
2. To allocate funds in accordance with established policies and procedures. 

 
3. To encourage functional partnerships amongst service providers (such as Resource 

Consultants and other Early Intervention partners) 
 

4. To evaluate areas of greatest need and to identify gaps. 
 
FUNDING CRITERIA AND ELIGIBILITY 
 

1. The facility is licensed under the Child Care and Early Years Act 2014 (CCEYA).  
 

2. The facility has a Clear Fee Subsidy Agreement and a good contract status with the 
County of Simcoe, Children and Community Services Department. 

 
3. The families and staff in the child care centre commit to a partnership approach with the 

Resource Consultant Program and/or Early Intervention partners to develop written 
goals for children and implement intervention strategies  

 
4. Existing supports and resources must already have been investigated and 

implemented.  Funding is intended for support needed beyond what is currently 
available. 

 
FUNDING GUIDELINES 
 

1. Inclusion Support funds are extremely limited and the intent of the funding is to provide 
support while more permanent plans are developed. Funding is intended to support 
parents to maintain employment or education needs. Extenuating circumstances must 
be reviewed by the committee. 

 
2. Funding is not available to support the child’s full hours of care. 

 
3. Funding approvals are based on availability of funds. 

 
4. General funding periods are:  January-June; July and August; September to December. 

 
5. Licensees applying for funding must have a clear Fee Subsidy Agreement with the 

County of Simcoe.  
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6. All renewal applications should contain clear strategies with consideration for a concrete 

phase-out plan. 
 

7. Funding will support a maximum rate of $14.00 per hour approved to be used towards 
the hourly wages paid. The rate paid to an Inclusion Facilitator is at the discretion of the 
child care operator based on policies for their organization. When reconciling funds, 
indicate only funding approved through Inclusion Support Funding for the approved 
hours and do not include your agency contribution. 

 
8. If a child care centre is receiving Inclusion Support Funding for a child and that child 

leaves the centre and transfers to another centre, the funding is not transferable.  The 
new child care centre may make an application if the classroom dynamics indicate a 
need for the application. 

 
9. Child care centres must notify the County when an Inclusion facilitator is not yet in 

place. 
 

10. The amount of funding and the period of funding approved will be determined by the 
Inclusion Support Committee based on needs identified and funds available. 

 
11. Applications that are incomplete or have conflicting information will be returned 

and reconsidered at the next Inclusion Support Committee meeting. 
 

12. Only the on-line Application and Manual may be used. Refer to the County of Simcoe 
web site for the most current version- 2018. We will return applications completed on 
old versions 

 
13. It is the responsibility of the child care supervisor or designates to provide an orientation 

of the Inclusion Support Funding Manual and Application to any new staff as well as to 
the hired Inclusion Facilitator. A module is available to support this orientation that can 
be found on the Community Learning Library.  
 

14. All centres applying for Inclusion Support must complete the Inclusion Support Funding 
Module yearly.  A certificate of completion is required along with the centres program 
application. 

 
15. Should a waitlist develop due to depletion of funds, an email will be distributed to all 

Child Care Programs. Programs should continue to submit requests which will be stamp 
dated and considered in order if additional funds are available. 

 
16. Any licensing non-compliance issues found in applications will be addressed with the 

centre and Ministry where necessary. 
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PRIORITY RANKING 
 
In accordance with the following scale, priority will be given to application requests when 
parents/ guardians of the children are working or in school and when programs have identified 
as having extenuating needs to providing quality inclusion for children. Priority will be given 
when: 
 

1. Child(ren) have presenting needs in all of the three areas of criteria and child care 
placement is compromised OR a child who is totally dependent on adult support for 
instruction, play and care due to safety, mobility or medical concerns 

 
Safety: 

 Disruptive Behaviour 
 Aggressive Behaviour and harm towards self and/or others 
 Flight Risk 

Health: 

 Medically Fragile 
 Personal Care-extenuating needs 

Mobility: 

 Physical needs 
 

2. A child or group of children who require significant adult attention due to safety 
concerns that could potentially result in harm to him/herself or to other children 

 
3. A combination of children’s needs in a group that present safety, mobility or health 

concerns 
 

 Any other extenuating circumstances will be reviewed and considered for funding at 
the discretion of the Inclusion Support Committee and/or The County of Simcoe 

 If funds become limited, all requests for funding are considered in the following 
sequence: 

 
a) Current applications (Centre is currently receiving Inclusion Support funding) 
b) Renewal applications (Centre has received Inclusion Support funding within 12 

months of expiry of the last application) 
c) New applications 

 
RELATIONSHIPS/ACCOUNTABILITY STRUCTURE 
 
Inclusion Support Committee  
 

 To manage the policies and approvals for allocation of Inclusion Support Funding for 
children with special needs who require additional supports to access child care. 

 To support the child care community in responding to the child care needs of 
families with children who have special needs 
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 To recommend capacity learning opportunities and resources in response to needs 
of Child Care centres in collaboration with Best Start Network and sub-committees 
Professional Development Committee, Early Intervention Council,  

 To provide regular updates for Early Years Planning to the Best Start Network of 
Simcoe County 

 To review applications and recommend the allocation of Inclusion Support funds for 
children with special needs who require additional supports to access child care 

 To identify and recommend strategies to remedy barriers for children with special 
needs in child care programs 

 Each committee member’s commitment is for the good of all childcare and it is not 
self-intended. 

 
Conflict of Interest: 
 
All actual or potential Conflicts of Interest must be declared at the beginning of all meetings. 
Where a conflict is declared by a member of the Inclusion Support Committee, that member 
will be excused from the meeting’s deliberations. 
 
County of Simcoe – Children and Community Services 
 

 To administer the allocation of funds within available funding resources 
 To conduct site visits to child care programs as required 
 To report on a quarterly and annual basis, data on the Special Needs Resourcing-

Inclusion Support Funding to the Ministry of Education. 
 The County of Simcoe - Children and Community Services Department has staff  

representation on the Inclusion Support Committee responsible for administering the 
process and funding 

 
The County of Simcoe has final approval on funding allocation recommendations 
 
Role of the Resource Consultant 
 
The County of Simcoe manages contracts with 3 agencies to provide services for children with 
special needs ages 0-12 years. The services include the Resource Consultant Program, 
Preschool Speech and Language, Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy and Blind Low Vision 
Program. 
  
The primary role of the Resource Consultant is to support the licensed child care system in 
Simcoe County.  
 

 Resource Consultants are the primary contact for child care to other services  
 Resource Consultants will develop a “Statement of Relationship” along with the child 

care centre they serve to establish goals and direction for partnership.  
 Centres must have a “Statement of Relationship” prior to applying for Inclusion 

Support Funding. 
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 Services offered by a Resource Consultant to the child care program are determined 
using a “Working Document”. 

 Resource Consultant Programs will provide consultation support to child care 
centres year round as required. 

 All Resource Consultants in Simcoe County provide consultation support for children 
with special needs in licensed child care programs. Consultation support is available 
for before and after care where children are not on the Resource Consultant 
caseload as arranged. 

 Resource Consultants are available to support child care staff with the Inclusion 
Support Funding Application but not to write it for the centre 

 Resource Consultants will review the application and endorse it by signing if they 
recommend it.  If a Resource Consultant does not support the application the 
reasons should be communicated to the centre staff. 

 
Role of Inclusion Facilitators 
 
An Inclusion Facilitator is an additional staff person in a child care program. An Inclusion 
Facilitator helps child care staff support the whole group of children to support quality inclusion 
of children with extenuating special needs. An Inclusion Facilitator is funded to support the 
regular child care staff to develop their capacity to include children needing extra support.  
 
The contracted Inclusion Facilitator will be in program in addition to the staff required by the 
Child Care and Early Years Act (CCEYA).  Inclusion Facilitators cannot be included in ratios. 
 
Staff members hired as Inclusion Facilitators must meet the age requirement as per the Child 
Care and Early Years Act (CCEYA). 
 
The Inclusion Facilitator must be aware of Inclusion Support Funding Guidelines as provided 
by the Supervisor or designate. The Inclusion Facilitator is expected to sign off on a Monthly 
Work Schedule Attendance Form for each funding period confirming hours worked in this 
position. False information on the Work Schedule Form with signatures may result in 
termination of future funding, and or return of current funding. 
 
CRITERIA FOR UTILIZATION OF INCLUSION SUPPORT FUNDING BY CHILD 

CARE 
 

1. Access: Allocation of funds for additional supports will occur in accordance with a 
priority scale.   

 
2. Supports/Resources: To the greatest extent possible, supports should be based on 

existing resources, avoiding duplication. Supports will be provided within the context of 
a plan, including a clear description of partnerships and their respective roles, 
assessments to-date, timeframes for reassessment etc.  Operators should never 
assume that supports have been approved for indefinite periods of time.  Supports will 
be extended or decreased based on periodic reassessments.  
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3. Partnerships:  The primary people involved in planning for the support needs of a 
specific child/family should include the child’s parent(s), the child care operator and any 
other relevant service provider(s).  This may include early interventionists, family 
support workers, subsidy staff, school board personnel, mental health workers etc. 
Agency links, if not already in place, would ideally be developed in accordance with the 
specific needs of individual children and their families.  Agencies will work closely to 
ensure that: 

 
 Appropriate information is shared/options are discussed and evaluated 
 A working plan is developed, monitored and altered, in accordance with initial and 

ongoing assessments 
 Required information is prepared and available to the allocations committee 

  
 Inclusion Support Funding is intended for program support and not tied to 

a specific child.   
 Failure to use funding according to criteria may result in request for 

returned funding and or inability to reapply. 
 
THE INCLUSION SUPPORT FUNDING APPLICATION PROCESS 
 
In order to apply for Inclusion Support Funding, Child Care Supervisors (licensee) must 
complete the Inclusion Support Funding Information New Module prior to submitting an 
application. An annual Review of the Program Manual and Application is imperative for the 
licensee and staff, in order to ensure a clear understanding of the purpose of funding.  
 

1. The licensees are required to complete the application form.  Child Care Centres should 
retain a copy of the application for their files. 
 

2. The Certificate of Completion for the Inclusion Support Module must be submitted with 
the application yearly. 

 
3. All applications must be received by the 1st of each month as per the following chart: 

 

Due Date Funding Period 

December January – June 

June July – August 

August September – December 

Must be submitted by the 1st of each 
month to be reviewed at that month’s 
meeting. 

Monthly/Other applications 
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4. The Inclusion Support Committee will review applications received for completeness.  
Complete all sections. Failure to do so will result in a delay in processing your 
application for funding. Applications will be returned when not fully completed. 
 

5. All applications are reviewed and approved or denied.  The licensees will be notified of 
the committee’s decision. 
 

6. The County of Simcoe - Children and Community Services Department acknowledges 
by email approval of Inclusion Support Funding to the Child Care Centre. The amount 
approved and funding period are outlined in the email.  Enclosed with the email are: 

 
 Funding Agreement 
 Funding Schedule 
 Reconciliation Report 
 Inclusion Facilitator Work Schedule (blank copy) 

 
a) Upon receipt of the completed documentation from the licensees (original copies of 

the funding agreement), a cheque is requisitioned and funds are directly deposited 
to licensees account. 

 
b) The reconciliation forms are due at the end of the funding period.  Any variance is 

reported and funds are returned to the County of Simcoe - Children and Community 
Services Department by form of cheque.  Note: Reconciliation reports for the 
previous period (together with any returned funding) must be received by the County 
of Simcoe- Children and Community Services Department before any new funding 
amounts will be issued.   

 
Reconciliation reports for the period ending in December must be returned 
(with a cheque for any remaining funds) by December 7, 2018 retaining your 
projected funding required for the balance of the year.  Applicants who are late 
returning their reconciliation reports will risk eligibility for Inclusion Support 
funding for the following year. 

 
7. The Inclusion Facilitator’s Work Schedule must be submitted monthly.   

 
8. The County staff is notified of all returned funding and the reason for the return of 

unused funds.  A copy of the letter is retained for file purposes by the County of Simcoe 
- Children and Community Services Department. 
 

9. Denied applications may be reconsidered for funding by the Inclusion Support 
Committee providing additional and substantial information is provided to support the 
request.  
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COMPLETING THE APPLICATION FOR INCLUSION SUPPORT FUNDING  
 
Please ensure that each section of the application is completed in-full and in a legible manner. 
If information is incomplete, the application will NOT be considered for funding. 
 
Information about the Child Care Operator 
 
All licensees should be connected with their Resource Consultant program prior to submitting 
an application. Child Care Programs and Resource Consultants must have a Statement of 
Relationship in place as well as a “Working Document” used for consultation to the child care 
program. 
 
Provide information required about the agency, contacts and support agency (RC Program). 
 
Provide Information about: 
 

 Anticipated start date and end date for the funding period 
 Age Group- Check all that apply to the application request 
 Number of Children for this application (Indicate the total even if you are only 

required to provide information for up to 6 children in a group application) 
 Total number of Children in the program per week day 
 Total number of Staff in the program per week day (do not include the Inclusion 

Facilitator) 
 
Purpose of the Request 
 
Explain why you are applying for funding by addressing your “program” concerns and 
pressures: staffing needs, training needs, space concerns, ratio of children with special needs 
in program, environment needs, etc. Identify the most critical times of need for an Inclusion 
facilitator. 
 
Background Information 
 
All areas MUST be completed for the application to be considered. Indicate if not 
applicable. 
 

1. Children for consideration on Application:   Please ensure that each child’s date of birth 
and date of enrolment is completed. Indicate if set child is new to the application by 
identifying yes or no.  It is not necessary to identify each child by name (designation of 
Child A, B etc. is sufficient). 

 
2. Diagnosis if Known: Indicate whether a diagnosis has been confirmed or whether the 

child is on a waiting list for assessment. 
 

3. Indicate if the Parent/guardian is working or in school.  Provide an explanation if 
extenuating circumstances exist. 
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4. Describe the challenges for EACH of the applicable areas of need. Be specific as this 

information will help the Inclusion Support Committee determine needs of the program. 
 

 Safety (Disruptive behavior, aggressive behavior towards self and/or others, flight 
risk) 

 Health (Medically Fragile, Personal Care) 
 Mobility (Physical needs) 
 Other 

 
5. Hours and Days:  For each child, indicate what days of the week and what hours of the 

day the child would be in care. Be as specific as possible identifying arrival and 
departure times of the children. 

 
 
Adaptations and Strategies  
 
Explain what “Adaptations and Strategies” you have already implemented, and those you plan 
to implement to enable your program to provide quality inclusion of children with special needs.  
This helps us understand what you have already put in place to support quality inclusion. 
 
Consider: 

 Environment (Changes to room set up, schedule, transitions, routines, grouping of 
children, equipment) 

 Activities (Play activities, group times, materials) 
 Training and Education of Staff (Workshops, meetings) 
 Teaching Strategies (Changes to expectations, communication) 

 
Place a check mark in this section if the strategies you outlined are part of the “Working 
Document” discussed with your Resource Consultant. 
 
Signature Page 
 
IMPORTANT: Applications must be signed by the Child Care Supervisor, Classroom 
Teacher(s) and Resource Consultant (if applicable) before the application will be considered 
by the Inclusion Support Committee. 

 
 Check to acknowledge that the application was submitted with endorsement of the 

Resource Consultant program 
 Signature is required by the Centre Supervisor, Classroom Teacher and RC 

 
The Inclusion Support Funding Manual must be reviewed annually for changes by, the 
Program Supervisor, Program Team Members, Resource Consultant and the Inclusion 
Facilitator. 


